It is shown that smooth spatial paths for non-redundant serial robots can always be smoothly reparameterized in the vicinity of kinematic singularities with finite root multiplicity using a Puiseux series (i.e., fractional power series). This reparameterization, based on the algebraic structure of the manipulator kinematics, is formed using the -th root of the distance of the path parameter to the singularity, where is some integer not exceeding the root multiplicity of the singularity. For the very common case where a singularity has multiplicity two, we can always take = 2 , so that the reparameterization is formed from the square root of the path parameter's distance to the singularity. By contrast, self-motion singularities (such as the wrist singularity), which have infinite root multiplicity, do not possess such a reparameterization. However, smooth motions directly through such singularities are generally possible because approaching path solutions are unaffected by them. These results help quantify how joint derivatives blow up at singularities, and can readily be used to generate singularity-robust motions along any path, with no spatial error. This is illustrated with an example involving the PUMA manipulator.
Introduction
Kinematic singularities of serial-link robot manipulators correspond to locations where the manipulator Jacobian J loses rank.
The Jacobian maps joint velocities _ into spatial velocities v, according to v = J _ :
As the manipulator approaches a location where J is rank-deficient, the _ produced by a given spatial velocity may become arbitrarily large. In general, trying to execute a given spatial motion in the vicinity of a singularity may result in unbounded values for the joint velocities (as well as higher time derivatives). Singularities therefore create serious problems for the execution of spatial tasks. Although one way to cope with singularities is to simply avoid them, this is not always easy to do: tasks executing under autonomous or teleoperated control have a great habit of wandering into singular regions. Moreover, declaring singular regions "out of bounds" to task activity can seriously reduce a robot's workspace. Finally, singular locations may actually offer benefits, such as mechanical advantage for exerting forces. It is therefore important to devise techniques for motion control near singularities.
A standard approach is to compute the motion using Jacobianbased resolved-rate control [1] , with the calculation modified so 1 August 1998 as to keep the joint velocities bounded. The most common of these techniques appears to be the "damped-least-squares" (DLS) method [2, 3, 4] , in which a damping parameter is introduced into the inverse Jacobian calculation. However, DLS can result in sluggish motions, and therefore much of the research on DLS techniques has focused on ways to correct this by adaptively computing the damping parameter [5, 6, 7] . Beside DLS, other approaches include directly eliminating degenerate degrees of freedom from J [8] or using the Jacobian transpose in place of its inverse [9] .
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The above methods generally cause some deviation from the prescribed path, and may result in sluggish or oscillatory motions under certain circumstances. Explicit control of acceleration and higher derivatives is also difficult, particularly when the robot has to come to rest at the singularity (as often required when the singularity coincides with a workspace boundary).
In this paper, results from the theory of algebraic curves are used to handle singularities by reparameterizing the path being followed. The method also provides insight into the rate of growth of joint derivatives near a singularity.
Suppose a robot is required to follow a spatial path Xs, where X is a 44 homogeneous transform matrix, and s is a scalar path coordinate. If the robot has M joints denoted by = 1 ; : : :; M T , and is the forward kinematic function, then followingXs requires that , Xs = 0 : (2) For non-redundant manipulators, and paths lying within the manipulator workspace, can be inverted to yield one or more solutions for , indicated by ,1 Xs. Selection of a particular solution at each s determines a specific path solution s, consisting of M individual elements j s.
Motion along Xs can be controlled using the path velocity _ s. The resulting joint velocities _ j and accelerations j can then be determined from the chain rule:
_ j = 0 j s _ s and j = 0 j s s + 00 j s _ s 2 :
At a singularity, 0 j s and 00 j s may approach infinity, resulting in unbounded values of _ j or j for finite values of _ s or s .
To precisely follow Xs without incurring unbounded time derivatives in the vicinity of a singularity at s = s 0 , it is necessary to desingularize the path. We will show that this can be done locally, on a given side of s 0 , using the reparameterization = js , s 0 j 1= (4) for some 2 Z + (where Z + denotes the positive integers). The appropriate value of will depend on the situation but will not
It is possible for 00 j s to become infinite at a singularity even if 0 j s does not.
exceed the root multiplicity associated with the singularity. (Singularities of non-redundant robots correspond to locations where the inverse kinematic solution has repeated roots [10] . Self-motion singularities, such as the so-called wrist singularity, have an infinite number of roots and are considered separately in Section 5.) Under the reparameterization of (4), the corresponding path solution is smooth and well-behaved at s 0 , even if s isn't.
From the chain rule _ j = 0 j _ and j = 0 j + 00 j _ 2 ;
we then see that _ j and j can both be kept within prescribed bounds by controlling _ and appropriately.
The above reparameterization is commonly used in the theory of algebraic curves. It implies that each j s can be locally expressed as a fractional power series, or Puiseux series, j s = a 0 + a 1 js , s 0 j 1= + a 2 js , s 0 j 2= + : : : (5) with respect to a given side of s 0 . Although path reparameterization at singularities has been previously studied (Section 2), use of this algebraic reparameterization is new, and offers several benefits:
It proves the existence of a smooth reparameterization at any singularity with finite multiplicity, regardless of the rank deficiency of J.
It can be very easy to compute and apply (Section 6).
It provides insight into how joints behave near singularities, including a mathematical model of how their derivatives "blow up".
The last point does not appear to have been previously treated in the literature. Specifically, upon approaching a singularity, it is known that a joint derivative 0 j s may become unbounded.
But how does it become unbounded? What is the rate of blowup? Equation (5) 
Previous Work
One of the first works on path reparameterization was [11] , which demonstrated its feasibility in the case of a straight-line path intersecting the outer boundary singularity of a planar 2R robot. Because this result is informative and also connects well with the results of this paper, it will be reviewed in some detail here.
The inverse kinematic solution for a planar 2R robot with the base located at the origin (Figure 1) (6) Notice that 2 has two possible solutions (positive or negative), which in turn implies two possible solutions for 1 . Now assume that l 1 = l 2 = 1 , and consider the value of 2 produced by a straight-line motion along the x axis, defined by x = s, y = 0 , as shown in Figure 2 . (8) Substituting this into (7), one can show that lim t!2 _ 2 = ,1.
Thus (8) implies a motion toward the singularity for which _ 2 is finite and (locally) constant. If the motion stops at t = 0 , _ 2 will experience a discontinuity as it goes from -1 to 0, but this can also be eliminated by using a smoother approach, such as that defined by s = 1 + t , 3 = 12 t 3 + 1 = 16 t 4 .
Put into the context of this paper, the approximation (7) is actually the leading non-constant term of the Puiseux series expansion (equation (5) The results of [11] were extended in [12] to examples involving a simple 3R manipulator. It was observed that a singularity could be approached, with finite joint velocities and accelerations, by using a path velocity profile with a sufficient number of time derivatives set to zero at the singularity.
In the work of Kieffer [13] , it was noted that the solution set for equation (2) defines a multi-branched curve in the space of joint coordinates j augmented by the path coordinate s. A particular path solution s is formed from particular branches of this curve (as in Figure 2 (B)). Near places where one or more 0 j s approaches infinity, it may be possible to smoothly reparameterize j s as a function of the curve's arc-length. It was shown that this is always possible when J has a rank deficiency no greater than one and the path's tangent does not lie in the range space of J. In other cases, a smooth reparameterization with respect to arc-length may not be possible, as illustrated in Figure 3 . Although Kieffer's work was directed at the problem of actually solving for s in the presence of singularities, its potential for generating feasible motions at singularities was also indicated. Similar ideas are used in [14, 15] , where control at singularities is achieved by solving an extended Jacobian system formed by augmenting J with an additional column indicating the desired direction of motion. For situations where this extended system suffers a rank deficiency no greater than one, it is possible to solve for both _ and the path velocity _ s, so that there is minimal deviation from the desired path and _ remains bounded.
Other work on path tracking at singularities has involved explicit use of higher derivatives, in particular the manipulator Hessian, to help solve for _ at singular configurations [16, 17] . Finally, some authors have studied the precise conditions under which exact path tracking at a singularity is possible. In [18] , some necessary conditions involving the manipulator Hessian are described, while [19] describes specific cases where exact path tracking can be guaranteed when J has a rank deficiency of 1.
Reparameterization Based on Algebraic Structure
In this section, algebraic techniques are used to show that a smooth reparameterization of the form (4) always exists for singularities with finite multiplicity. Our analysis will make the following assumptions: Junction points between analytic segments of Xs will be called corner points. Assumption 2 must clearly be satisfied by any physically realizable path solution, but is stated because (a) a joint solution can be made discontinuous simply by switching arbitrarily between branches of ,1 Xs, and (b) there exist pathological manipulators whose inverse kinematic solution requires infinite joint values at some locations. An example of the latter occurs in the case of a planar P-R-P robot trying to achieve orientations parallel to the axis of the first prismatic joint. Our discussion will utilize the example shown in Figure 4 , where a planar 2R robot (with l 1 = l 2 = 1 ) is requested to follow the path Xs nominally defined by xs = 31 , s 2 , ys = s, for s 2 ,:9; : 9 . This path meets the outer boundary singularity at s = s a and s = s b . Between s a and s b , the desired path leaves the workspace, and so Xs is then formed by projecting the desired path onto the workspace boundary. This causes a discontinuity in the tangent of Xs at s a and s b , so that these points also correspond to corner points.
We start by noting that since Xs is piecewise-analytic, the associated solution s will also be piecewise-analytic, except possibly at points s 0 where J is singular. This follows from the inverse function theorem: if J is non-singular, then the forward kinematic function is locally diffeomorphic, and so an analytic function Xs corresponds to an analytic function s. The reparameterization of (4) then exists trivially with = 1 . At a corner point s = s c , Xs is still continuous and also analytic within inclusive left and right neighborhoods of s c , and so s is also continuous and piecewise-analytic at s c . From a trajectory planning point of view, 0 s (or higher derivatives) may be discontinuous at corner points, requiring that motion be brought to rest there, but s is still analytic on either side of s c (although generally with respect to different functions) and so (4) still holds with = 1 . On the other hand, at a point s = s 0 corresponding to a singularity, some 0 j s (or higher derivatives) will likely approach infinity, and s will therefore not be piecewise-analytic at s 0 .
The remedy for this will now be developed.
Algebraic formulation of the problem
Recall equation (2), which must be satisfied by any path solution s:
, Xs = 0 :
If the robot has M joints, then equating elements in (9) yields 12 equations in M unknowns. The elements of are polynomials in either the joint variables themselves (for prismatic joints), or their sines and cosines (for revolute joints). They can be transformed into purely algebraic expressions using the tan- and so the twelve equations of (9) 
whose coefficients are themselves polynomials in the elements of Xs.
Solving equations (11) is equivalent, for a fixed s, to solving the inverse kinematics of the manipulator. For a general 6 DOF robot with M = 6 , the analysis leading to equations (11) was first presented by Pieper [20] , but it was not until somewhat later that the general inverse kinematic problem was shown to have at most 16 solutions [21, 22] and that this bound is tight for certain manipulators [23] . Here, our concern is not with the solution of (11) 
where Q is an integral polynomial in the coefficients of the F i , and the A i are integral polynomials in both the z j and the coefficients of the F i . Equation (13) therefore represents a multivariate polynomial in the z j . Letting the coefficients of this polynomial be denoted by c l , it is clear that the c l are themselves polynomials in the coefficients of the F i . Dividing by Q yields P . As the leading coefficient of P is 1, by Lemma 1 (in Appendix A) the coefficients of P must then be polynomials in c l =Q . Multiplying P by some appropriate power of Q, it is hence possible to form a new polynomial G j z j = g n z n j + g n,1 z n,1 j + : : : + g 0 ;
where g n is some power of Q and the g k (for k 6 = n) are polynomials in c l and Q. Now recall that both c l and Q are themselves polynomials in the coefficients of the F i . Since the coefficients of the F i are piecewise-analytic functions of s, this implies that the g k must also be piecewise-analytic functions of s. At a given s, G j z j ; s will generally have n roots in z j , either real or complex. Extended over s, these define a set of n functions Z j s f jp sg; p = 1 ; : : : ; n ; (14) each characterizing a real or complex solution branch for z j . Each element j s of a path solution s corresponds to a specific real-valued solution branch jp s. 
In Figure 4 , the nominal path Xs is defined by xs = 31 , The branches defined by equation (18) Now, from Assumption 2 and the definition of z j in (10), it is clear that any solution branch jp s will be finite, except where (for revolute joints) j is an odd integer multiple of , which causes the tan-half-angle substitution to blow up. However, in this case, one may use the substitution z j tan j +=2 , resulting in a different jp which is locally well-behaved. Because our analysis is local, we may therefore assume, without loss, that the branches jp s arising from G j z j ; s are finite and that the mapping from j s to the corresponding jp s is analytic and invertible. Consequently, j s will be singular iff the corresponding jp s is singular. From the discussion earlier, j s is singular only when J is singular, which for a non-redundant robot happens iff the inverse kinematic solution at that location has repeated roots [10] . Therefore, jp s will be singular only at points s 0 where G j z j ; s has repeated roots. This is consistent with the fact that the jp s are formed from the roots of G j z j ; s and so are algebraic functions of s . From the algebraic point of view, jp s is also singular when the lead coefficient g n s vanishes, but since jp s can always be assumed finite (by the previous paragraph) this can only happen when all coefficients g k s vanish, implying a self-motion singularitywith infinite root multiplicity, which is discussed separately in Section 5.
Strictly speaking, the designation algebraic function is usually reserved for cases where the coefficients g k s of G j z j ; s are themselves polynomials in s. However, some earlier authors also included the case where the g k s are analytic functions [26] .
Repeated roots and Puiseux series
Since singularities of jp s occur only where G j z j ; s has repeated roots, we can employ the following result from the theory of algebraic curves: A proof of this for the case where the coefficients g k s of G j z j ; s are polynomials of finite degree is given in [27] (Vol.
3, Section 45
). This is generalized in [28] to the case where the g k s are analytic functions. Similar results are described in [29] (Chapter 2), and in [30] (page 89 ff.).
A sketch of the proof in [28] is as follows. Taking s to be complex, consider a small circular contour in the s plane around s 0 , parameterized by an angle , and described by s = s 0 + e i for some 2 ( Figure 5 ). At any point on this contour, the n solution branches of G j z j ; s are distinct, with of them con- ! is one of the -th roots of unity. The result then follows.
The requirement that G j z j ; s has no repeated factors ensures that all singularities are isolated. This assumption is without loss, since a repeated factor will simply result in the duplication of one or more branches. Repeated factors occur only when a path is embedded within a singularitysurface, as described Section 4.2. Theorem 2 leads directly to our main result: 
Example:
We derive the first few terms of the Puiseux series for 2 s to the right of the singular point s b in Figure 4 . The z 2 s corresponding to 2 s is described by the branch 22 s in equation (18), and s b is given by equation (19) . The singularity has multiplicity 2, and substituting s = s b + 2 into z 2 s and converting back to 2 yields 2 = 2 tan ,1 z 2 . Now 2 is analytic, and the a 2i in equation (21) are simply its power series coefficients, given by i 2 =i! at = 0 . Working these out with a computer algebra package, we get a 20 = 0 ; a 21 , 3:55; a 22 = 0 ; a 23 , 1:49;: : :
Discussion
Theorem 3 immediately implies the existence of the analytic reparameterization j ; = js , s 0 j 1= described earlier in equation (4) . Note that j s is singular at s 0 iff 1; if = 1 , then j s is actually analytic and nonsingular at s 0 .
The multiplicity of the singularity equals the number of solution branches, real or complex, which meet at s 0 . From Theo- 
Appropriate values of
In order to reparameterize a path, it is not necessary to explicitly work out the coefficients a ji in equation 21, but it is necessary to determine an appropriate value of . What we are usually seeking is a minimum value of , because if is analytic for = js , s 0 j 1= , then m is also analytic for any m 2 Z + , and so can always be replaced with m for any m 2 Z + .
Root multiplicities of 2 and quadratic manipulators
Most singular points within a manipulator workspace have a multiplicity of 2 and correspond to J having a rank deficiency of 1. Those associated with a loss of translational freedom generally form 2D surfaces within the 3D workspace.
Paths associated with multiplicity 2 singularities can always be reparameterized by choosing = 2 , regardless of the nature of the path, such that = p js , s 0 j: (22) To see this, note that implies 2 f 1; 2g. If = 1 , then s is actually analytic at s 0 and therefore unaffected by the singularity. This will occur infrequently, but even if it does, no harm is done by using = 2 , since (as mentioned above) can always be replaced with m for any m 2 Z + .
Many simpler industrial manipulators also have a quadratic geometry, for which the kinematics decouple into quadratic relationships. Singularities with 2 are then equivalent to the confluence of several singularities for which = 2 , and so any finite multiplicitysingularity of a quadratic manipulator can therefore be reparameterized by taking = 2 . An example of this for the PUMA robot is given in Section 6.
Higher order root multiplicities
Singularities with multiplicity 2, also called higher order singularities [31] , occur less frequently within a given workspace. Those associated with a loss of translational freedom typically form 1D curves in the 3D workspace.
For higher order singularities of non-quadratic manipulators, the appropriate value of may depend on the path itself as well as on . This is best illustrated with an example. Consider a 3R regional manipulator whose Denavit-Hartenburg parameters
The workspace of this robot is symmetric about the axis of 1 (which is parallel to the base frame z axis) and so can be represented by a half cross section in the y-z plane, as shown in Figure 6 . The inverse kinematics has four real-valued solutions within the gray region and two elsewhere. The cusps on the boundary between the four and two solution regions correspond to singularities of multiplicity = 3 ; these form 1D circular curves when swept about the z axis. (More information about this manipulator and its workspace properties can be found in [32, 33] .)
The triple root at cusp p 0 in Figure 6 right of s 0 . Note that the number of real-valued branches on either side of s 0 in Figure 7 (B) is consistent with the path traveling from a four-solution to a two-solution region.
Paths embedded in a singular surface
It was assumed in the above analysis that G j z j ; s has no repeated factors. If it does, then G j z j ; s = H j z j ; s m Q j z j ; s (23) for some m 2 Z + ; m 1. The solution set to H j z j ; s = 0 then defines a root of G j z j ; s which is repeated, with multiplicity m, for every value of s. This can only occur if Xs is embedded within a singular surface. Since this situation merely implies the duplication of the solution sets of H j z j ; s , which will be non-singular except where H j z j ; s itself has repeated roots, no special problems are presented.
Consider the example of Figure 4 . For s 2 s a ; s b , Xs coincides with the outer singularity curve. We will show the repeated factor which arises in the associated function G 1 z 1 ; s . Let xs and ys describe the actual path along the boundary.
Since the boundary has a radius of 2, we must have xs 2 + ys 2 = 4 . Applying this constraint to equation (15) 5 Self-motion Singularities Self-motion singularities correspond to configurations of the manipulator where one or more joints may undergo a finite displacement without incurring a change in spatial position. At such locations, the inverse kinematic solution therefore has an infinite number of roots. The so-called wrist singularity, which occurs when two axes of a self-intersecting wrist become parallel, is a self-motion singularity: each of the axes can be displaced by a finite amount (in opposite directions) without causing any spatial displacement.
If s = s 0 corresponds to a self-motion singularity, and j is a joint associated with the self-motion, then all the coefficients g k s of G j z j ; s must vanish at s 0 . Because the g k s are analytic, this means they must contain s , s 0 as a factor. Hence s , s 0 is a factor of G j z j ; s , so that G j z j ; s = s , s 0 m H j z j ; s (24) where m 2 Z + and H j z j ; s is a polynomial in z j whose coefficients do not vanish identically. This curve will be independent of both s and other path solutions arising from H j z j ; s . Consequently, no reparameterization of the form (4) exists at a self-motion singularity. Instead, smooth motion can be achieved (with no change in s) by following the self-motion solution itself.
On the other hand, path solutions which approach a self-motion singularity are described by H j z j ; s , and are therefore decoupled from it. By following the appropriate solution branch of H j z j ; s , it is possible to pass through the singular point s 0 without any ill effects. Problems will arise only if Xs begins at s 0 and initially lies on the self-motion solution, or if there is a need to switch branches arbitrarily at s 0 . It will then be necessary to execute an independent self-motion before proceeding along another solution which departs from s 0 (see Figure 8 ).
This type of behavior has been noted in the literature [34] .
Behavior near self-motion singularities
Frequently, a path Xs passes near, but not through, a selfmotion singularity, causing some derivatives 0 j s to become very large (Figure 9 ). However, the path solution is still analytic, and so, from a strictly mathematical viewpoint, reparameterization is not necessary: while the 0 j s may become large, they remain bounded.
The large but finite values of 0 j s for paths close to the singularity turn into a jump discontinuity in j s (Figure 8 ) when the path actually passes through the singularity. Conversely, when the singularityno longer lies exactly on the path, the well-behaved path solutions which pass directly through it become disconnected. However, near the singularity, these separated solutions are still fairly close together, implying that it is possible to "jump" between them with only a minor deviation in the path. This is usually what damped-least-square techniques do when applied near self-motion singularities: the resulting motion passes through the singularity, closely approximating the path that would be followed if the singularity lay exactly on the path.
Example Application
The results of this paper are now applied to an example in which the regional 3R structure of the PUMA (i.e., the first three joints) is made to follow a straight line path into a combined elbowshoulder singularity with multiplicity = 4 (see Figure 10 The path itself is parameterized by s 2 0; 1 and given by ps = p 0 + p 1 , p 0 s; (25) with the singularity occurring at s = 1 . Motion along the path is specified via st. Near the singularity, however, a non-zero value of _ s will result in unbounded values for _ (Figure 10(B) ). (27) This is identical to equation (4) 
Conclusion
For non-redundant manipulators, we have shown that a piecewise analytic path can always be desingularized at any singularity s 0 having a finite root multiplicity . This can be done, on a given side of s 0 , using a Puiseux series reparameterization of the form = js , s 0 j 1= , for some 2 Z + which is no greater than . If = 2 or if the manipulator is quadratic, then can always be taken as 2, so that the reparameterization becomes = p js , s 0 j. Otherwise, the required may depend on the path.
Self-motion singularities, such as the wrist singularity, have an infinite root multiplicity, and so do not have a reparameterization of the type described above. Instead, the associated "reparameterization" takes the form of a motion along the self-motion solution. However, because this self-motion solution is decoupled from other solutions and is independent of s, any solution which approaches a self-motion singularitywill generally be wellbehaved and will not require reparameterization. Self-motion may be required, however, to escape initial conditions or to switch branches.
Reparameterizations of the sort presented here can be readily applied to the problem of generating smooth motions at singularities, as shown in Section 6. The reparameterization can be restricted to the vicinity of the singularity, with scaling and offset factors (as per equation (27)) added as necessary. The resulting values of _ will be directly proportional to _ . For singularities where the required is path-independent, our results suggest the possibilityof reparameterizing the workspace itself, along the degenerate directions of J, rather than reparameterizing the path. This would be most useful for situations where a trajectory is computed on-line. We have in fact derived such a workspace reparameterization, which removes both the elbow and shoulder singularities of the PUMA [36] .
Our results also provide insight into how manipulators behave near singularities, and supply a mathematical model indicating the "rate of blow-up" for joint velocities as a singularity is approached. This may prove useful in developing new singularity control techniques, or for tuning existing ones.
It seems intuitivelyplausible that the desingularization method presented in this paper can also be applied to redundant robots. Experimental results show that a reparameterization of the form = p js , s 0 j will desingularize the outer boundary singularity of a planar 3R robot. However, because redundant robots lack the finite algebraic structure of non-redundant robots, a formal investigation into this question will likely require a different mathematical approach.
A Proofs
Lemma 1. Let Pz = z n + b n,1 z n,1 + : : : + b 0 be a monic polynomial in z, of degree n, and consider the power product
